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ACTION SS-25

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 SSO-00 CCO-00 /026 W

O 162145Z SEP 76
FM USDEL SECRETARY IN LUSAKA
TO SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE
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E.O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: OVIP (KISSINGER, HENRY A.)
SUBJECT: ACTIONS TAKEN

1. UNNUMBERED ARA MEMO DATED AUGUST 30, "OPERATION CONDOR". SECRETARY DECLINED TO APPROVE MESSAGE TO MONTEVIDEO AND HAS INSTRUCTED THAT NO FURTHER ACTION BE TAKEN ON THIS MATTER.

2. 7619068/9, VISIT OF MEXICAN PRESIDENT ELECT JOSE LOPEZ PORTILLO, FROM ARA. SECRETARY APPROVED TRANSMISSION OF THE BORG/SCOWCROFT MEMO WITH THE SUGGESTED GUEST LIST. KISSINGER
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